CairoSpeaks/CairoWrites is a professional development consulting organization that seeks to
strengthen clients through training in the areas of public speaking, writing, and personal coaching
sessions. Although CairoSpeaks and CairoWrites often work as independent organizations in the
specialized skills that each branch of the organization oﬀers, CairoSpeaks/CairoWrites uses a
comprehensive method in positioning clients to excel in their given area, by targeting public
speaking skills and edifying through writing.

—————————————
CAIROSPEAKS
Public Speaking and
Presence
Services Oﬀered: Public
speaking and Presence
workshops; Coaching;
Keynote Speaking; and
Image Consulting
CairoSpeaks will improve
your communication skills
through coaching and
consulting to help you
present an authentic but
more confident version of
yourself.

"Ms. Eubanks demonstrated competence in
administrative responsibilities, exceptional
research skills, and eﬀective
communication in the tasks undertaken. Her
core function involved the research and
drafting of my e-book on Political and
Constitutional Reform in the Caribbean,
which was completed in a timely manner
and to my satisfaction.”—Andrea Moore,
Jamaican Politician
“We’ve learned so much from you,
especially the professional way you carried
yourself and your bold speaking style.
Although we did not get enough time to
learn about public speaking, we will surely
use your techniques on communicating
while speaking!”—Student, Shanti Bhavan
Residential School (Tamil Nadu, India)

CAIROWRITES
Executive Ghostwriting
Services Oﬀered:
Ghostwriting; Biographies
and Resumes; Research;
and Transcription
CairoWrites will get your
writing to the next level,
helping you get your
message communicated as
you intend it to be, creating
opportunities for selfempowerment.

———————————————————————————————————————————-

Cairo Eubanks is an experienced public speaking and presence coach with over ten years of
experience and opportunities speaking on stages, such as the Congressional Black Caucus, as
well as sharing stages with Ambassadors and dignitaries. Having traveled to over 24 countries by
the age of 24, Cairo has had experience working closely with foreign professionals and clients
who want to make sure their speaking is clear and understood by American audiences. The Youth
Representative for New Future Foundation, a United Nations DPI NGO, Cairo’s passion for cultural
communication and translates through her coaching sessions, whether it be for her executive
ghostwriting services or presence coaching.
——————————————————————————————————————————————CAIROSPEAKS
CAIROWRITES
• Personalized speaking and presence
training that is tailored to your unique
needs and personality.
• Quality coaching with international
executives and clients to refine (not
F eliminate) accent for audience
comprehension
• Ability to enhance your career by being
able to better present yourself better to
colleagues

Contact: Cairo Eubanks, CEO

• Thorough analysis through one-on-one
consultations in order to create speeches,
biographies, and other pieces of literature that
properly edify you.
• High quality products that are delivered in a
timely fashion and that are able to
communicate your ideas more eﬀectively.

cairospeaks.com

info@cairospeaks.com

